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Abstract: The idea of complex activity for characterizing the 

continuously changing complex behavior patterns of mobile 

users. For the purpose of data management, a complex activity is 

modeled as a sequence of location movement, service requests, 

the co-occurrence of location and service, or the interleaving of 

all above. An activity may be composed of sub activities. We, 

therefore, propose new methods for complex activity mining, 

incremental maintenance, online detection and proactive data 

management based on user activities. In particular, we devise 

prefetching and pushing techniques with cost-sensitive control to 

facilitate predictive data allocation. Preliminary implementation 

and simulation results demonstrate that the proposed framework 

and techniques can significantly increase local availability, 

conserve execution cost, reduce response time, and improve 

cache utilization. Different activities may exhibit dependencies 

that affect user behaviors. We argue that the complex activity 

concept provides a more precise, rich, and detail description of 

user behavioral patterns which are invaluable for data 

management in mobile environments. Proper exploration of user 

activities has the potential of providing much higher quality and 

personalized services to individual user at the right place on the 

right time. With the help of data mining algorithms, we will try to 

reduce execution time, find correctly classified instance, reduce 

error rate and improve accuracy. 

Keywords: ID3, DTNA, Mobile environment, data mining 

algorithms 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A sequence of user behaviors that may be composed of 

location-only patterns, service-only patterns, location-

service pairs, or the inter- leaving of all above, is called a 

complex activity. We argue that the activity concept 

provides a more precise, rich, and detail description of user 

behavioral patterns which are invaluable for data 

management in mobile environments. Proper exploration of 

such activities enables data management system to predict 

the user’s next move, intended service or both for providing 

much higher quality and personalized services to individual 

user at the right place on the right time. Such kind of 

advanced information services call for new methods of 

complex activity mining, incremental maintenance, online 

detection, and proactive data management based on user 

activities. We propose new pattern mining and online 

processing algorithms to the discovery and maintenance of 

complex activities in mobile environments. Furthermore, we 
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devise prefetching, pushing, and handoff techniques with 

cost-sensitive control to facilitate predictive data allocation.  

Classification is an important task in data mining. Its 

purpose is to set up a classifier model and map all the 

samples to a certain class which can provide much 

convenience for people to analyze data further more.  

Classification belongs to directed learning, and the main 

methods include decision tree, Bayesian classification, 

neural network, genetic algorithm and rough set etc. while 

the mostly used decision tree algorithms are ID3 and C4.5 

presented by J. R. Quinlan. Many classical methods are 

improved based on them. But there still exist some problems 

like multivalue bios and the pruning of trees etc. which we 

need to research deeply. This paper improves the traditional 

algorithms like ID3, and presents a new synthesized 

algorithm DTNA for mining large-scale high dimensional 

datasets. The basic idea of DTNA is shown as follows: first 

introduce PCA to analyze the relevancy between features 

and replace the whole dataset with several countable 

composite features; then improve ID3 to part the set into 

several clusters which can be the pretreatment of other 

algorithms and achieve the reduction of sample scale. 

Decision Tree Method Decision tree is one of the important 

analysis methods in classification. It builds its optimal tree 

model by selecting important association features. While 

selection of test attribute and partition of sample sets are two 

crucial parts in building trees. Different decision tree 

methods will adopt different technologies to settle these 

problems. Traditional algorithms include ID3, C4.5, CART, 

SPRINT, SLIQ etc. ID3 is the representation of decision tree 

method. It is easy to understand and has fast classified speed 

which is applicable to large datasets. Many decision tree 

algorithms are improved based on it, like ID3. But these 

algorithms more or less have some problems in selection of 

test features, type of samples, memory utilization of data 

and the pruning of trees etc. Presently, researchers have 

present many improvements. Applied genetic algorithms to 

prune decision trees.  

ID3 builds decision trees from a set of training data in the 

same way as C4.5 using the concept of information 

entropy[6]. At each node of the tree, C4.5 chooses one 

attribute of the data that most effectively splits its set of 

samples into subsets enriched in one class or the other. Its 

criterion is the normalized information gain (difference in 

entropy) that results from choosing an attribute for splitting 

the data. The attribute with the highest normalized 

information gain is chosen to make the decision. The ID3 

algorithm then recurses on the smaller sub lists. 

The “Iterative Dichotomiser Tree” (ID3) works only with 

categorical input and output data.  
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ID3 grows trees splitting on all categories of an attribute, 

thus producing shallow and wide trees. It grows tree 

classifiers in three steps:  

1. Splits creation in form of multiway splits, i.e. for every 

attribute a single split is created where attributes’ 

categories are branches of the proposed split. 

2. Evaluation of best split for tree branching based on 

information gain measure, and  

3. Checking of the stop criteria, and recursively applying the 

steps to new branches. These three steps are iterating and 

are executed in all nodes of the decision tree classifier. 

The information gain measure is based on the well-

known Shannon entropy measure. 

 

Proposed Algorithm: 

(1) create a node N;  

(2) if samples are all of the same class, C then  

(3) return N as a leaf node labeled with the class C;  

(4) if attribute-list is empty then  

(5) return N as a leaf node labeled with the most common    

class in samples; 

(6) select test-attribute, the attribute among attribute-list 

with the highest information gain;  

(7) label node N with test-attribute;  

(8) for each known value ai of test-attribute;  

(9) grow a branch from node N for the condition test-

attribute = ai;  

(10)letsi be the set of samples in samples for which test-

attribute = ai; // a partition  

(11)ifsi is empty then  

(12)attach a leaf labeled with the most common class in 

samples;  

(13)else attach the node returned by Generate_decision_tree 

(si, attribute-list- test-attribute);  

The basic strategy is as follows:  

The tree starts as a single node representing the training 

samples (step 1). If the samples are all of the same class, 

then the node becomes a leaf and is labeled with that class 

(steps 2 and 3). Otherwise, the algorithm uses an entropy-

based measure known as information gain as a heuristic for 

selecting the attribute that will best separate the samples into 

individual classes (step 6). This attribute becomes the “test” 

or “decision” attribute at the node (step 7). (All of the 

attributes are categorical or discrete value. Continues-valued 

attribute must be discretized.) A branch is created for each 

known value of the test attribute, and the samples are 

partitioned accordingly (steps 8-10). The algorithm uses the 

same process recursively to form a decision tree for the 

samples at each partition. Once an attribute has occurred at a 

node, it need not be considered in any of the node’s 

descendents (step 13). The recursive partitioning stops only 

when any one of the following conditions is true: o All the 

samples for a given node belong to the same class (steps 2 

and 3), or o There are no remaining attributes on which the 

samples may be further partitioned (step 4). In this case, 

majority voting is employed (step 5). This involves 

converting the given node into a leaf and labeling it with the 

class in majority among samples. Alternatively, the class 

distribution of the node samples may be stored.  

o There are no samples for the branch test-attribute = ai (step 

11).  In this case, a leaf is created with the majority class in 

samples (step 12). 

ToolsofDataCollection&Analysis 

Weka, NetBeans, Java, Tanagra 

WEKA is a data mining system developed by the University 

of Waikato in New Zealand that implements data mining 

algorithms using the JAVA language. WEKA is a 

stateofthe-art facility for developing machine learning (ML) 

techniques and their application to real-world data mining 

problems. It is a collection of machine learning algorithms 

for data mining tasks. The algorithms are applied directly to 

a dataset. WEKA implements algorithms for data 

preprocessing, classification, regression, clustering and 

association rules; It also includes visualization tools. The 

new machine learning schemes can also be developed with 

this package. WEKA is an open source software issued 

under General Public License. The data file normally used 

by Weka is in ARFF file format, which consists of special 

tags to indicate different things in the data file (foremost: 

attribute names, attribute types, attribute values and the 

data). The main interface in Weka is the Explorer. It has a 

set of panels, each of which can be used to perform a certain 

task. Once a dataset has been loaded, one of the other panels 

in the Explorer can be used to perform further analysis. 

Attributes of Data set: 

1. Strength 

2. Authentication type 

3. Threshold  

4. Frequency 

 5. Antennas 

6. GPS Signals 

7. Satellites 

8. Transmitted Frame 

9. Multicast Frame 

10 ACK failure count 

11. Services 

Implementation and Result 

Simulator implementation for collection of mobile 

environment data set: 

 

Figure 1: Data Set Collection based on Mobility 
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Figure 2: Strength, Auth. Type, Threshold and 

Frequency of the Mobile Network 

 

Figure 3: Calculate no of Nodes 

 

Figure 4: Create Decision Tree 

 

Figure 5: Show Growing Set and Pruning Set 

 

Table: Analysis between Execution Time, Correctly 

Classified Instances, Error Rate 

 ID3 DTNA 

Execution Time 8.41 Seconds 0.19 Seconds 

Correctly 

classified 

instances 

54% (2526) 100% (4604) 

Error rate 99% 0% 

II. CONCLUSION 

In this Research, I wanted to highlight the approaches for 

creating a decision tree. They are mainly available into 

academic tools from the machine learning community. I 

note that they are an alternative quite credible to decision 

trees and predictive association rules, both in terms of 

accuracy than in terms of processing time. After analysis 

Order ID3 and Enhanced algorithm is more suitable to find 

accurate and consuming less access time to mine data with 

minimum error rate.  so enhanced algorithm  is a best 

algorithm for mining a data on mobile environment data set. 
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